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Siraj urges BMGIANs to start prei)ar~for.KCCI's election .
S'rAt'F

REflO"R1'ER

KARACHl

learn! a lesson and would now act
sensibly by refraining from hatching conspiracies.
"We are not against elections at
KCCI as it reenergizes all BMGIANs,

Chairman
Businessmen
Group
(BMG) & Former President Karachi
Chamber of Commerce & Industrv
(KeCI) Siraj Kassam Teli, while urging all BMGlANs to immediately
start preparations for the next election of Karachi Chamber. advised
them to maintain discipline, unity and
struggle really hard to ensure 10,000
voters' turnout, out of a total of
around 14,000 eligible voters. Speaking at a reception hosted by him in
honor of BMGlANs, Sira] Teli said,
"BMOIANs will have to work really
hard so that maximum votes are
casted ill the next election which
would result in confiscation of securities of our opponents as majority of the votes are casted in favor of and these elections ultimately go in
BMG and the opponents should our favor but our opponents should
only be able to get not more than I0 be brave enough to openly contest
with us face-to-face instead of hatchpercent votes,"
.
Vice Chairmen BMG & Former ing conspiracies on social media and
Presidents KCCl Tahir Kbaliq, Zubair supporting from behind the curtain",
Motiwala & Haroon Farooki. Presi- he added.
He was of the opinion that discident KCCI Junaid Esmail Makda.
pline is the first step on the road to
Senior Vice President Khurram
Shahzad, Vice President Asif Sheikh success and it was really heartening
Javaid. Former Presidents. Manag- to see that all the BMG IANs were
ing Committee Members and a large strictly adhering to the discipline
number of General Body members under BMO's clear policy who de, attended the reception.
serve to be saluted for their c~Siraj Kassam Teli, while com- mendable efforts to dedicatedly
menting on the terrible defeat suf- serve the citizens of Karachi from
fered by the opponent in KCCl's Blec- KCCl's platform.
"Tonight's reception is being
tion 2018-19, hoped that they have

hosted to not onlv celebrate the v iclory of BMG in KeCI's election but
also pay glowing tribute to all the
BMGIANs \\ hose unconditional
support. all time cooperation and
never-ending struggle have resulted
in making Keel one of the most vibrant and largest Chamber of the
country". he added.
He said that thanks to the bless
ings of the Almighty Allah and the
support extended by business & industrial community of Karachi, the
Businessmen Group has constantly
won 2) elections so far since 1998.
of which 12 elections were won unopposed by BMG candidates.
He recalled that some of the stiffest elections \\ ere held durin' the
period from 1998 to 200 I. which' were
followed yet another tough election
in 2004-()5 in which Khalid Firol defeared Khalid Tawab with a margin
of around 350 votes while in 200506. Haroon Farooki defeated Sultan
Chawla with a difference of 670 votes
and in 2006-07. Majyd A/iz won the
election by securing 1632 votes and
his opponent, Zakria Usman hardly
fetched 405 votes.
"The whole world has seen the
results 2018-19 Elections in '" hich
BMG candidates defeated their opponents with double margin as our
candidates secured around 3400
votes while the top performer or the
opponent group obtained just 1700
votes and we secured all the scats",
he added. .
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Business community
urged to shun practice
of hailing rulers
RECORDER Rf:PORT

KARACHI:
Chairman
Businessmen Group (BMG) &
Former President Karachi
Chamber of Commerce &
Industry (KCCI), Siraj Kassam
. Teli was of the opinion that
politicians, bureaucrats or anyone else cannot be blamed but
the business and industrial
community
was actually
responsible for ruining the
country as they don't speak the
truth, stay silent and remain
busy in hailing the rulers at the
helm.
"The genuine and honeStbusinessmen should be allowed to
come forward while the powerful bureaucrats should always be
discouraged and honest officers
at lower levels must be promoted
to improve the overall scenario
of the country", he said, adding
that they have given this particular advice to Prime Minister
Imran Khan duri ng various
meetings who was also of similar opinion but the bureaucrats
will not allow any such change
and create hindrances.
The business community
must start speaking the truth
and instead of bringing personal or particular issues to decision makers' notice, they
should raise a very strong voice
for resolving the general issues,
he said. While urging all
BMGIANs to immediately start
preparations for the next election of Karachi Chamber, he
advised thcm to maintain discipline, unity and struggle really
hard to ensure 10,000 voters'
turnout, out of a total of around
14,000 eligible voters.
Speaking at a reception hosted by him in honor of
SMGIANs, Siraj Tcli said,
"BMGIANs will have to work
really hard so that maximum
votes arc casted in the next
election which would result in
confiscation of securities of our
opponents as majority of the
votes are casted in favor of
BMG and the opponents should
only be able to get not more
than 10 percent votes."
Siraj Kassam Tel i, while
commenting on tl~0-tetribJ.e
defeat suffered by the opponent
in KeCI's Election 2018-19,
hoped that they have iearnt a
lesson and would now act sen-

sibly by refraining from hatch- of the opponent group obtained
ing conspiracies. "We are not just 1700 votes and we secured
against elections at KCCI as it all the seats", he added.
reenergizes all BMGIANs, and
Referring to the highest nurnthese elections ultimately go in berofvoters'tumoutatKCCl's
our favor but our opponents Election 2018-19, Sira] Teli said
should be brave enough to that they have created such an
openly contest with us face-to- environment in which KCCI
face instead of hatching con- voters came out without any
spiracies on social media and issue to vote and support BMG
supporting from behind the CUf- candidates. He said that this victain", he added.
tory simply cannot be attributed
He was of the opinion that to a single individual as it was a
discipline is the first step on the collective
effort
of all
road to success and it was really BMGIANs. "No matter how
heartening to see that all the excellent the contesting candiBMGIANs were strictly adher- date might be, he will hardly be
ing to the discipline under able to obtain 200 to 300 votes
13MG's clear policy that onhisown.ln2018-1gelection,
deserve to be saluted for their it was observed that only those
commendable efforts to dedi- became victorious who suecatedly serve the citizens of ceeded in securing around 3,400
Karachi from KeCl's platform. voles, out of more jhan 5,000
"Tonight's reception is being votes casted. Therefore, this
hosted to not only celebrate the huge number of votes in favor
victory of SMG in KCCl's ofBMG cannot be attributed to
election but also pay glowing a single individual but it was the
tribute to all the SMGIANs result of untiring efforts made
whose unconditional support, by all BMGIANs who strugall time cooperation and never- gled really hard and deserve to
ending struggle have resulted in be appreciated", he added./
making KCel one of the most
ChainnanBMGsaidthatdurvibrant and largest Chamber of ing ~ election campaign, he
the country", he added.
conti~
to convince the voters
He said that thanks to the by asking them that if BMG
blessings of the Almighty Allah and Karachi Chamber have
and the support extended by worked in the interest of public
business & industrial commu- during the last 21 years, then it
nity
of
Karachi,
the was the right time to come forBusinessmen Group has con- ward, support "BM'G and be
stantly won 21 elections so far counted in KCCI's election.
since 1998, of which 12 elecKeeping in view the hard
(ions were won unopposed by work, sincerity, dedication and
SMG candidates. He recalled the clear intent to serve the pubthat some of the stiffest elec- lie from KeCI's platform,
tions were held during the peri- Chairman SMG was fairly
od from 1998 to 2001, which optimistic that BMG will not
were followed yet another only win the next election but
tough election in 2004-05 in also ali other elections in the
which Khalid Firoz defeated years to come as they have
Khalid Tawab with a margin of worked honestly without any
around 350 votes while in discrimination during the last
2005-06, Haroon Farooki 2 I years and have 110tspent a
defeated Sultan Chawla with a single rupee on themselves and
difference of 670 votes and in never allowed anyone to do so
2006-07, Majyd Aziz won the as it was Public's money.
election by securing 1632 votes Slamming Maqsood Ismail,
and his opponent, Zakria Aqeel Karim Dhedhi, SM
Usman hardly fetched 405 Muneer and Yahya Polani for
votes. "The whole world has hatching conspiracies against
seen the results 2018-19 BMG, he said, "As long as our
BIeGtions--inwhich BMG candi-. taitll+is-sl:J:ong-a~~emain
dates defeated their opponents committed to serving the citiwith double margin as our can- zens of Karachi, nobbdy- can
didates secured around 3400 win in the elections against
votes while the top performer us."
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Teli asks BMG to
brace for Keel polls
KARACHI:
Chairman
in favorofBMG lind the oppoBusinessmen Group (BMG) nerits should only be able to
& Former President Karachi get not more than 10 'percent
Chamber of Commerce & votes."
, Itidustry (KCel) Siraj Kassam,
Vice Chairmen SMa &
Telj,whileurgingallBMGIANs
Former Presidents Keel Tahir
to immediately start prepara- Khaliq, Zubair Motiwala &
tions for the.next electionof
Haroon Farooki, President
Karachi Chamber, advised Keel Junaid Esmail Makda,
them to maintain discipline, Senior Vice President Khurram
unityandstruggle
really hard Shahzad, Vice President Asif
roensure 10,000voters't'111l0Lll'i Sheikh, ,Jiivllid,
.Former
out of a total of around 14,000 4.~Tesjdents, .
Managing
eligible voters. Speaking at a Committee Members and a
reception hosted by him in large number.of General Body
honor ofBMGIANs, Siraj Teli membersattended the reccpsaid, "BMGIANs will have to tion, Siraj Kassam Teli, while
workreally hard so that maxi- commenting on the terrible
mum votes ate casted in tl;c defeat suffered by the opponextelecrlon
which would nent in KeCl's Election 2018result in confiscation of secu- 19, hoped that they have learnt
rities of ou~, opponents as a lesson and would now act
majority of the votes are casted sensi bly by re fra ining from

hatchtng conspj:,ac.ies,'''We':
are no(aga'inst elections at,
KeCI asit reenergizes aU"
BMGIANs, and ~h,ese elections ultimately go in Qur favdf
but our opponents should be,
braveenoughto openly contesl\vltlluSface-to-face.lnstead,
of hatching conspisacies 0'0,
social media and, supporting
from behind the curtain", he
added. He'was-ofttte opinion
that discipline is the first step
on the road to success and it
'was really heartening to see
thatall the BMGlANs were
strictly adhering to the discipline under BMG's clear policy who deserve to be.saluted
for their commendable efforts
to dedicatedly serve the citizens of Karachi from KCCI'~
platform.
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Teli asks BMG 10 brace lor KCCIpolls
KARACHI:Chairman Businessmen Group (Rl'vfG) &
Fonner President Karachi Chamber of Commerce
& Industry (Keel) Siraj Kassam Teli, while urging
all BMGIANs to immediately start preparation'> for
the next election of Karachi Chamber, advised them
to maintain discipline, unity and struggle really hard
to ensure 10,000 voters' turnout, out of a total of
around 14,000 eligible voters. Speaking at a reception hosted by him in honor ofBMGIANs,
Siraj
Teli said, "BMGIANs will have to work really hard
so that maximum votes are casted in the next election which would result in confiscation of see uri ties
of our opponents as majority of the votes are casted
in favor of BMG and the opponents should only be
able to get not more than I percent votes."
Vice Chairmen BMO & Former Presidents
Keel Tahir Khaliq, Zubair Motiwala & Haroon
Farooki, President Keel Junaid Esrnail Makela,
Senior Vice President Khurram Shahzad, Vice
President AsifSheikh Javaid, Former Presidents,
Managing Committee Members and a large number
of General Body members attended the reception.

°

Siraj Kassam Tell, while commenting on the terrible
defeat suffered by the opponent in KCCI's Election
2018- I9, hoped that they have learnt a lesson and
would now act sensibly by refraining from hatching
conspiracies. "We are not against elections at KeCI
as it reenergizes all BMGIANs, .and these elections
ultimately go in our favor but our opponents should
be brave enough to openly contest with us face-toface instead of hatching conspiracies
on social
media and supporting from behind the curtain", he
added. He was of the opinion that discipline is the
first step 00 the road to success and it was really
heartening to see that all the BMGIANs were strictly
adhering to the discipline under BMG's clear policy
who deserve to be saluted for their commendable
efforts to dedicatedly serve the citizens of Karachi
from Keel's platform.
"Tonight's reception is being hosted to not
only celebrate the victory of BMO in Keel's election butalsopa~ glowing tribute to all the BMGIANs
whose unconditional support, all time cooperation
and never-ending struggle have resulted in making

Keel. 011C ofthe most vibrant and largest Chamber
of the country", he added. He said that thanks to the
blessings of the Almighty Allah and the support
extended by business & industrial community of
Karachi, the Businessmen Group has constantlywon 21 elections so far since 1995, of which 12·
elections were won unopposed by BMG candidates ..
He recalled that some of the stiffest elections were.
held <luring the period from 1998 to 2001, which
were followed yet another tough election in 200405 in which Khalid Firoz defeated Khalid Tawab r
with a margin of around 350 voles while in 2005·.
06, Haroon Farookl defeated Sultan Chawla with a .
difference of670 votes and in 2006-07, Majyd Aziz ,
won the election by securing 1632 votes and his
opponent, Zakria Usman hardly fetched 405 votes.
"The whole world has seen the results 20 IS- J 9,
Elections in which BMO candidates defeated their.
opponents with double margin as our candidates'
secured around 3400 votes while the top perform crof the opponent group obtained just 1700 votes and
we secured all the seats", he added.
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Siraj Teli urges BMGIANs to.
immediately start preparations
for 'KCCI's election
KARACHI:
Chairman·
Businessmen Group (BMG) &
Fonner President Karachi
Chamber of Commerce &
Industry (KCCI) Siraj Kassam
Teli,
while
urging
all
BMGIANs to immediately start
preparatioM for the next election of Karachi Chamber,
advised them to maintain discipline, unity and struggle really
hard to ensure 10,000 voters'
turnout, out of a total of around
14,000 eligible voters.
Speaking at a reception
hosted by him in honor of
BMGIANs, Siraj Teli -said,
"SMGIANs will. have to work
really hard so that maximum
votes are casted in the next election which would result in confiscation of securities of our
opponents as majority of the
votes are casted in favor of
SMG and the opponents should
only be able to get not more
tban 10 p,ercent votes."
Vice Chairmen SMG &
Former Presidents Keel Tahir
Khaliq, Zubair Motiwala &
Hamon Farooki, President
KCCI Junaid Esmail Makda,
Senior Vice President Khurram
Shahzad, Vice President Asif
Sheikh
Javaid,
Former

hosted to not only celebrate the
Presidents,
Managing
Committee Members and a victory of BMG in KCCl's
large number of General Body election but also pay glowing
members attended the recep- tribute to all the BMGfANs
whose unconditional support,
tion.
Siraj Kassam Tell, while all time cooperation and nevercommenting on the terrible- ending struggl~ have resulted in
defeat suffered by the opponent
making KeGI. one of.the most
in KCel's Blection 2018·19,
vibrant and lal'8est Chamber of
hoped that they have learnt 0 the countty", he added.
lesson and would now act sensiHe said that thanks to the
bly by refraining from hatching
blessings of. the Almighty Allah
conspiracies. "We are not and the support extended by
against elections at KCCI as it business & industrial cornmumreenergizes all BMGIANs, and ty of Karachi, the Businessmen
these elections ultimately go in Group has constantly won 21
elections so far since 1998, of
our favor but our opponents
should be 'brave enough to which 12 elections were won
openly contest' with us face·to- unopposed by SMG candidates.
face instead of hatching conHe recalled that some of
spiracies on social media and the stiffest elections were held
sUPa<>rtingfrom behind the cur- during the period from 1998 to
talD" he added.
200 I, which were followed yet
He Was of the opinion that another tough election in
discipline is the first step on the . 2004-05 in which Khalid Firoz
road to success and it was real- defeated Khalid Tawab with a
Iy heartening to see t,hat all the margin of around 350 votes
BMGIANs were strlcrly adher- while in 2005-06, Haroon
Farooki
defeated
Sultan
ing to the disciplille under
BMG's clear pollcy who Chawla with a difference of
deserve to be saluted for their 670 votes and in 2006-07,
commendable efforts to dedi- Majyd Aziz won the election
catedly serve the citizens of by securing 1632 votes and his
opponent, Zakria Usman hardKarachi from KCCl's e)atfoon.
ly fetched 405 votes.
"Tonight's reception IS being

ormer
Kassam Teli,
Vice Chairmen BMG Tahir Kbaliq, Zuhair Motiwala, Haroon Farooki,
President Keel Junaid Esmail Makda alld Former President Keel AQ Khalil
. speak (It a riu:eptioll hosted by Chairman BMG in lrQJ10r of all BMGlANs.
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It's time to invest in Pakistan,

PM' tells world leaders
Says PTI government is
carrying out reforms to
streamline country's
affairs; meets leaders of
UAE and Lebanon on the
sidelines of World
Government Summit
By Syed Irfan Raza
ISLAMABAD: Inviting the world
to invest in Pakistan, Prime Minister
Imran Khan on Sunday said his government was carrying out reforms to
streamline the affairs of the country.
"Don't miss it. This is the best time
to invest in Pakistan as the country is
going on upswing," he said while
addressing world leaders and investors at the World Government
Summit in Dubai.
.
The prime minister again did not
miss an opportunity to lash out at the
opposition and former rulers during
his speech and said they were responsible for the current economic crisis
and no progress in Pakistan.
He said the Pakistan Tehreek-iInsaf (PTI) government was making
some much-needed reforms to provide ease of doing business to businessmen and investors because he
had learnt from UAE Prime Minister
Sheikh Rashid bin Mohammed bin
Rashid Al-Makroum that no country
could progress unless opportunities
were created for money generation ..
"We are allowing businessmen to
make money, providing better investment opportunities and simplifying
tax regime for them. Now Pakistan
has a chance and we feel that it can
take off as foreign investors are eager
to invest in the country," he said.
The prime minister said his government was also improving its tourism policy as Pakistan had best tourism sites more than any other country
and, therefore, foreign tourists must
visit the country. "We have l,OOOkmlong coastal belt and beaches, religious tourism, 5000-year-old Indus

civilisation,
Budha's legacy and
world's six highest mountains."
Mr Khan recalled that Malaysia
had only beach-based tourism and its
annual revenue generation through
that was $22 billion. Similarly, he
added,
Turkey's
tourism-based
income stood at $42bn annually.
He alleged that Pakistan's previous rulers had plunged the country
into the crisis and his government
was trying to put it on the right track.
He admitted that the reforms being
carried out by his government were
creating difficulties, "Reforms can
be painful, but the government is
making efforts to overcome problems
confronting the country as well as the
people."
He said the government had to
increase electricity and gas tariffs to
meet the country's fiscal deficit.
'Principles of state of Madina'
The prime minister said he was trying to replicate the principles of
"State of Madina" and China in
Pakistan to provide better facilities
to the people and ensure justice and
corruption-free society. "China has
already adopted the principles of
-State of Madina and pulled over 700
million poor out of poverty" he
added.
Prime Minister Khan said Pakistan
had lots of talent in all fields, but it
needed to be tapped. "During my
cricket carrier, I have observed that
we have best talent in the world, but
majority of players could not excel
because of lack of opportunities."
Earlier, the prime minister arrived
in the United Arab Emirates along
with his delegation on one-day official visit. The delegation comprised
Foreign Minister Shah Mehmood
Qureshi, Finance Minister Asad
Umar, Information Minister Fawad
Chaudhry, Minister for Maritime
Affairs Ali Zaidi, the PM's advisers
on commerce Abdul Razak Dawood
and institutional reforms Dr Ishrat
Hussain
and
special
assistant
Zulfiqar Abbas Bukhari.
Prime Minister Khan was warmly
received by Sheikh Mohammed bin
Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of

Abu Dhabi, upon his arrival at Royal
Airwing Dubai. He also held a meeting with the crown prince and
exchanged views on matters of bilateral interest with him.
Foreign Minister Qureshi, while
speaking
to journalists
before
departing for the UAE, said governance was an important issue in the
region in general and Pakistan in
particular.
He said bad governance had created a lot of problems currently being
faced by the country, adding that the
prime minister was trying to introduce a fresh model and reforms for
improvement in the performance of
institutions.
Other meetings
On the sidelines of the summit,
Prime Minister Khan met UAE
Prime Minister Sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid Al-Maktoum. Both leaders underscored the importance of
greater collaboration in all areas of
common interest,
especially
in
enhancing investment and trade,
according to the PM's media cell.
Prime Minister Khan also met
Saad El-Din Rafik A.I-Hadri, Prime
Minister of Lebanon, and congratulated him on the formation of new
government and wished him all success in taking forward this national
consensus government.
Mr Hariri reciprocally congratulated Mr Khan on his election and
assumption of office of the prime
minister. The' Lebanese
premier
stressed the need for close and
friendly relations between the two
countries.
Both leaders agreed that the volume of trade between the two countries needed to be increased. Prime
Minister Khan invited Lebanese
companies to invest in Pakistan.
They also underscored the importance of cooperation between parliaments of the two countries.
Mr Khan said he stood in solidarity
with the Lebanese people in these
challenging
times and admired
the efforts by the government in
ensuring stability and security of
.:_Lebanon.
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Lagarde tells Imran Fund
ready to support Pakistan
By Khaleeq Kiani

rfl
1;0

out deep structural reforms to put the COWltry on the path of sustainable development
in which the most vulnerable segments of
society are protected," Prime Minister
Imran Khan tweeted after his talks with the
1
IMF chief in Dubai.
Ms Lagarde also took to Twitter to reiterII
ate that "the IMF stands ready to support
Pakistan". She said she "also highlighted
I
that decisive policies and a strong package
of economic reforms would enable Pakistan
to restore the resilience of its economy and
lay the foundations for stronger and more '
inclusive growth".
The IMF chief said the two sides discussed

. ex;

ISLAMABAD: With the highest-level
intervention, Pakistan is expecting to complete its talks with the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) for up to $6 billion
bailout package 'very soon' to make it part
of the 2019-20 budget.
"The technical staff-level contact through
video-link is due this week and may be followed up by Finance Minister Asad Urnar
next week," said a senior government official, adding the two sides might still meet at
the staff level if needed.
"A lot of work still needs to be done, but a
final agreement should be in place by April
and implementation start rolling in June,"
said the official, adding that all policy
~
%5-2..
actions would revolve around the next year "1";---- budget. "We have reached broad underPakistan's economic prospects in the context
standing and will stay engaged."
of a possible IMF-supported programme.
Sources said the revenue collection target
"Protecting the poor and strengthening govfor the next fiscal year would be worked OUI
ernance are key priorities to improve peoby the IMF·and it could be well above Rs4.7
ple's living standards," she added.
trillion, compared to about Rs4.39tr this
Informed sources said the meeting was
year fixed by the government. More upward
finalised last week after a video con ferencadjustments in central bank's policy rate
ing between Finance Minister Umar and
and exchange rate depreciation would be
IMF authorities in Washington as the two
part of the understanding, they said.
leaders were due to attend the World
Further adjustments in energy prices,
Government S~it
in Dubai.
expansion in revenues, reduction in losses of
A statement issued by the finance minispublic sector entities, further autonomy to try said Prime Minister Khan and IMF
the State Bank of Pakistan, market-based
chief Lagarde had a meeting on the sidecurrency exchange rare and deep-rooted
lines of the World Government Summit. The
structural reforms are key areas under the
prime minister appreciated the IMF supfuture assistance package from the IMF. The
port for Pakistan and shared his vision for
two sides had already agreed on the way fornation-building. He reiterated the governward but had differences over the sequencment's commitment to undertaking strucing as the government wanted the passing of tural and governance reforms and strength'further pain' on to people next year.
ening social; protection in the country.
"In my meeting today with IMFManaging
The statement said the IMF chief had
Director Christine Lagarde there was a convergence of our views on the need to c~_~~~~!lued
on Page 5
........

-----
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Accord on $6bn IMF package likely
Continued from Page 1
"acknowledged
the steps
taken so far by the Pakistan
government for stabilising
the economy", adding. that
the IMF would remain
engaged
in
supporting
Pakistan in sustaining its
economic recovery.
The two sides agreed to
work together
policy priorities and reforms aimed at
reducing imbalances
and
laying the foundations of a

6n

c

1»-

job-creating growth path in
. Pakistan. In this regard,
deliberations between the
Pakistani authorities and
IMF staff would continue to
finalise an agreement on the
contours of a programme,
the statement said.
A separate
statement
issued by the IMF headquarters quoted.Ms Lagarde
as saying that she "had a
good and constructive meeting with Prime Minister
Khan, during which we dis-

cussed
recent
economic
developments
and prospects for Pakistan in the
context of ongoing discussions
toward
an Th1Fsupported programme".
As emphasised in the new
government's
policy
agenda,
"protecting
the
poor and strengthening governance are key priorities to
improve
people's
living
standards in a sustainable
manner", the IMF chief
added.
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PKR devaluation not
led to phenomenal
export growth: Ishrat
MUSHTAQ GRUMMAN
ISLAMABAD:
Prime
Minister lmran Khan's aide Dr.
lshrat Hussain is said to have
stated that no phenomenal
increase in exports has been
witnessed despite rupee devaluation, well-informed sources
in Finance
Ministry
told
Business Recorder.
The country's exports are
showing about 2.5 per cent
growth during the first seven
months (July-Jan) 2018-19
which is a serious concern for
the country. However, reasonable reduction is expected in
imports due to which trade
deficit will reduce by about $ I
billion in January 2019 as compared
to January
20 J 8.
Pakistan Bureau of Statistics
(PBS) will release provisional
trade figures on Monday
(today).
Another aide of Pri me
Minister,
Abdul
Razak
Oawood hinted that exports
will cross $ 25 billion mark
which appears to be very dimcult without including defence
exports.
The sources said at a recent
meeting
held in Finance
Ministry, Finance Minister,
Asad Umar expressed the view
that fiscal authorities would
need to keep a close watch on
the budget deficit and governmerit borrowing.
Focus on
improving revenue performance must be maintained.
The moderate growth in
exports is encouraging, however further efforts are needed to
narrow the trade gap.
Or. lshrat Hussain, Adviser
to the Prime Minister / former
Governor
State Bank of

Pakistan elaborated that despite
devaluation of rupee there is no
phenomenal increase in exports
as foreign clients of Pakistani
exporters demand enhanced
rebate and thus the harvest of
devaluation
could not be
reaped.
Governor SBP, Tariq Bajwa,
added that devaluation
has
proved fruitful in curtailing the
size of imports. He emphasized
that SBP is vigilant with
regards to depreciation
of
rupee and believes that flexible
exchange
rate is the only
means to help the rupee adjust
to its real market value.
The meeting's participants
appreciated the authorities'
adjustment plan for fiscal consolidation. The impact of fiscal
consolidation measures implemented in recent months would
be visible from the second
quarter of the current financial
year. This consolidation is an
important element of a homegrown adjustment plan and
will play an integral role in
ensuring economic stabili~
The need for continued effort
to ensure revenue generation
and expenditure controls was
emphasized in the meeting, As
fur as the financing of the fiscal
deficit is concerned, the Board
discussed the inflationary and
monetary impacts of reliance
on SSP financing during the
current financial year.
The meeting was apprised
that current account is visibly
responding to the measures
taken since January, 2018. In
the first four months, of current financial year, non-oil
imports witnessed a decline
of 4% compared
to high

growth of25% over the same
period
of
last
year.
Remittances have recorded a
substantial growth in FY19,
while exports have shown
growth of 4%.
On the exchange rate front,
the meeting discussed the
volatility in the PKR parity.
The participants maintained
that recent developments are
mainly explained by market
demand-supply gap of dollar
liquidity on the one hand and
more underlying structural
impediments on the other. In
principle, the parity should be
at their competitivenessenhancing levels. Accordingly,
after the latest adjustments, it is
now more 'reflective of economy's medium-term needs and
market conditions.
,
The participants also anticipated that the short-term conditions on the exchange rate front
are likely to normalize.
Particularly,
availability of
deferred oil facilities and the
recent 'decline in the internstional oil prices is expected to
reduce pressures on Pakistan
foreign. exchange market in the
near-term, Moreover, the bilateral flows would close the
financing gap for FY19. These
positive developments
will
build up forcx reserves in the
coming months.
On changes in monetary policy, the meeting argued that the
stance is appropriate given the
projections
for inflation in
FY 19 and PY20. The real
interest rates are significantly
positive and would help manage aggregate demand and
reduce output gap closer to sustainable levels.
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